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TESTING FOR HIV

What is HIV testing?
HIV testing tells you if you are infected with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),
the virus that causes AIDS. These tests look for “antibodies“ to HIV. Antibodies are proteins produced by your immune system to fight infections.
How do I get tested for HIV?
You can arrange for HIV testing with a doctor at your nearest health clinic. Test results
are usually available within two weeks or less. The most common way to test for HIV is
through a blood test. In larger urban centres, newer tests can detect HIV antibodies in
mouth fluid by taking a scraping from inside the cheek, or through a person’s urine. These
are called rapid HIV tests. If a person’s HIV test comes back positive, there should always
be a second test to confirm that the person truly does have HIV.
When should I get tested?
If you become infected with HIV, it usually takes between three weeks and two months
for your immune system to produce antibodies to HIV. If you think you were exposed to
HIV, you should wait for two months before being tested. Or, you can get tested right
away and then again after two or three months. During this “window period”, if you test
negative, you could still transmit the virus to others if you are in fact infected.
What does it mean if I test positive?
A positive test result means that you have HIV antibodies, and are infected with HIV. You
will get your test result from a doctor or nurse who should tell you what to expect, and
where to get health services and emotional support.
Testing positive does not mean that you have AIDS. Many people who test positive stay
healthy for many years, even if they don’t start taking medication right away.
If you test negative and you have not been exposed to HIV for at least three months, you
are not infected with HIV. Continue to protect yourself from HIV by always using condoms
and never sharing any equipment when using drugs (including needles, cookers, etc.)
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How accurate are the tests?
Antibody test results for HIV are accurate more than 99.5% of the time. As said earlier, if
you receive a positive test result, you will be given a second test to confirm that you truly
are HIV positive.
Can I keep my test results confidential?
In the South, you can receive anonymous testing which means that no identifying information is recorded with your test. When you receive an anonymous test, your name is not
recorded. A random number or code will be attached to your test but this number will not
be linked in any way to who you are.
This anonymous testing service is often not available at Northern Health clinics and your
name may be reported to Health Canada. However, the tests are supposed to be confidential – neither the government nor your doctor is allowed to tell anyone about your test
results. Regardless of whether your test result is positive or negative, you must receive
your results in person and not over the phone.

